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"Timely and important . . . It should be our North Star for the recovery and beyond." --Hillary
Clinton "Sperling makes a forceful case that only by speaking to matters of the spirit can
liberals root their belief in economic justice in people's deepest aspirations--in their sense of
purpose and self-worth." --The New York Times When Gene Sperling was in charge of
coordinating economic policy in the Obama White House, he found himself surprised when
serious people in Washington told him that the Obama focus on health care was a distraction
because it was "not focused on the economy." How, he asked, was the fear felt by millions of
Americans of being one serious illness away from financial ruin not considered an economic
issue? Too often, Sperling found that we measured economic success by metrics like GDP
instead of whether the economy was succeeding in lifting up the sense of meaning, purpose,
fulfillment, and security of people. In Economic Dignity, Sperling frames the way forward in a
time of wrenching change and offers a vision of an economy whose guiding light is the
promotion of dignity for all Americans.
The Great Depression was a global phenomenon: every economy linked to international
financial and commodity markets suffered. The aim of this book is not merely to show that
China could not escape the consequences of drastic declines in financial flows and trade but
also to offer a new perspective for understanding modern Chinese history. The Great
Depression was a watershed in modern China. China was the only country on the silver
standard in an international monetary system dominated by the gold standard. Fluctuations in
international silver prices undermined Chinaâe(tm)s monetary system and destabilized its
economy. In response to severe deflation, the state shifted its position toward the market from
laissez faire to committed intervention. Establishing a new monetary system, with a different
foreign-exchange standard, required deliberate government management; ultimately the
process of economic recovery and monetary change politicized the entire Chinese economy.
By analyzing the impact of the slump and the process of recovery, this book examines the
transformation of state-market relations in light of the linkages between the Chinese and the
world economy.
This book charts the course of Kaushik Basu’s career over seven years, as he moved out of
the cloisters of academe to the frenetic world of policymaking, first in India as Chief Economic
Adviser to the Indian Government and after that as Chief Economist at the World Bank in
Washington. The Indian years were a period of high inflation, growth challenges (as the global
financial crisis arrived in India), and also a remarkable growth recovery story, with India moving
past China’s GDP growth rate. There were corruption scandals breaking, causing widespread
street protests, a lot of late-night decision-making, which one knew would rock the stock
market the next day, and getting to know politicians who were outstanding as statesmen in the
midst of all this, and also many who were not. The World Bank years weren’t that close to
actual policymaking, but nevertheless breath-taking in their scope. They ranged from
interacting with policymakers in tiny remote countries like Samoa to gigantic nations with
comparable heft, such as China. It entailed sitting down with leading researchers to compute
and announce global numbers on extreme poverty and rankings on how easy it is to do
business in different countries (fully aware that there would be calls from irate finance ministers
as soon as these were published). And there was the handling of politics within the World
Bank, which could actually be as enjoyable as any global economic problem! This book is a
revised version of the diary that Kaushik Basu kept for seven years. Revised because he often
wrote the diary in a hurry at the day’s or even week’s end. He has now inserted some
reflections in retrospect, without altering any descriptions of what actually happened.
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Tommy Beresford and Prudence 'Tuppence' Cowley are young, in love... and flat broke. Just
after Great War, there are few jobs available and the couple are desperately short of money.
Restless for excitement, they decide to embark on a daring business scheme: Young
Adventurers Ltd.-"willing to do anything, go anywhere." Hiring themselves out proves to be a
smart move for the couple. In their first assignment for the mysterious Mr. Whittingtont, all
Tuppence has to do in their first job is take an all-expense paid trip to Paris and pose as an
American named Jane Finn. But with the assignment comes a bribe to keep quiet, a threat to
her life, and the disappearance of her new employer. Now their newest job are playing
detective. Where is the real Jane Finn? The mere mention of her name produces a very
strange reaction all over London. So strange, in fact, that they decided to find this mysterious
missing lady. She has been missing for five years. And neither her body nor the secret
documents she was carrying have ever been found. Now post-war England's economic
recovery depends on finding her and getting the papers back. But he two young working
undercover for the British ministry know only that her name and the only photo of her is in the
hands of her rich American cousin. It isn't long before they find themselves plunged into more
danger than they ever could have imagined-a danger that could put an abrupt end to their
business... and their lives.
Singular for its breadth and balance, Winners in Peace chronicles the American Occupation of
Japan, an episode that profoundly shaped the postwar world. Richard B. Finn, who participated
in the Occupation as a young naval officer and diplomat, tells the full story of the activities from
1945 to 1952. He focuses on the two main actors, General Douglas MacArthur and Japanese
Prime Minister Shigeru Yoshida, and details the era's major events, programs, and
personalities, both American and Japanese. Finn draws on an impressive range of
sources--American, Japanese, British, and Australian--including interviews with nearly one
hundred participants in the Occupation. He describes the war crimes trials, constitutional
reforms, and American efforts to rebuild Japan. The work of George Kennan in making political
stability and economic recovery the top goals of the United States became critical in the face of
the developing Cold War. Winners in Peace will aid our understanding of Japan today--its
economic growth, its style of government, and the strong pacifist spirit of its people. Singular
for its breadth and balance, Winners in Peace chronicles the American Occupation of Japan,
an episode that profoundly shaped the postwar world. Richard B. Finn, who participated in the
Occupation as a young naval officer and diplomat, tells the full story of the activities from 1945
to 1952. He focuses on the two main actors, General Douglas MacArthur and Japanese Prime
Minister Shigeru Yoshida, and details the era's major events, programs, and personalities, both
American and Japanese. Finn draws on an impressive range of sources--American, Japanese,
British, and Australian--including interviews with nearly one hundred participants in the
Occupation. He describes the war crimes trials, constitutional reforms, and American efforts to
rebuild Japan. The work of George Kennan in making political stability and economic recovery
the top goals of the United States became critical in the face of the developing Cold War.
Winners in Peace will aid our understanding of Japan today--its economic growth, its style of
government, and the strong pacifist spirit of its people.
The Secret Adversary Tommy Beresford and Prudence 'Tuppence' Cowley are young, in love…
and flat broke. Just after Great War, there are few jobs available and the couple is desperately
short of money. Restless for excitement, they decide to embark on a daring business scheme:
Young Adventurers Ltd.—"willing to do anything, go anywhere." Hiring themselves out proves to
be a smart move for the couple. In their first assignment for the mysterious Mr. Whittingtont, all
Tuppence has to do in their first job is take an all-expense-paid trip to Paris and pose as an
American named Jane Finn. But with the assignment comes a bribe to keep quiet, a threat to
her life, and the disappearance of her new employer. Now their newest job is playing detective.
The Secret Adversary Where is the real Jane Finn? The mere mention of her name produces a
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very strange reaction all over London. So strange, in fact, that they decided to find this
mysterious missing lady. She has been missing for five years. And neither her body nor the
secret documents she was carrying have ever been found. Now post-war England's economic
recovery depends on finding her and getting the papers back. But the two young working
undercovers for the British ministry know only that her name and the only photo of her is in the
hands of her rich American cousin. It isn’t long before they find themselves plunged into more
danger than they ever could have imagined—a danger that could put an abrupt end to their
business… and their lives. The Secret Adversary Written by one of the most popular and widely
acclaimed mystery novels written in English — Agatha Christie, the present novel, The secret
adversary, is a detective novel. It introduces the characters of Tommy and Tuppence who
feature in three other Christie novels and one collection of short stories; the five Tommy and
Tuppence books span Agatha Christie's writing career. The Great War is over and jobs are
scarce. Tommy Beresford and prudence "Tuppence" Cowley meet and agree to start their own
business as young adventurers. They are hired for a job that leads them both to many
dangerous situations, meeting allies as well, including an American millionaire in search of his
cousin. A must read for all literature enthusiasts and mystery lovers. The Secret Adversary
The Great Financial Crash had cataclysmic effects on the global economy, and took
conventional economists completely by surprise. Many leading commentators declared shortly
before the crisis that the magical recipe for eternal stability had been found. Less than a year
later, the biggest economic crisis since the Great Depression erupted. In this explosive book,
Steve Keen, one of the very few economists who anticipated the crash, shows why the selfdeclared experts were wrong and how ever–rising levels of private debt make another financial
crisis almost inevitable unless politicians tackle the real dynamics causing financial instability.
He also identifies the economies that have become 'The Walking Dead of Debt', and those that
are next in line – including Australia, Belgium, China, Canada and South Korea. A major
intervention by a fearlessly iconoclastic figure, this book is essential reading for anyone who
wants to understand the true nature of the global economic system.

Brian Bridges examines the impact on South Korea of the financial crisis of 1997.
Covering events up to and including the recent parliamentary elections in South Korea,
the book considers the socio-economic and political implications of the financial crisis. It
is invaluable reading for students of modern Korea.
The impact of protectionism is a contentious policy issue. This book evaluates the
effects of protectionism on the British inter-war economy and argues that trade policies
should be constructed in the context of prevailing economic conditions, not solely with
reference to theoretical perspectives.
The phrase ‘New Normal’ captures the ongoing shift in the pattern and drivers of
China’s economic growth. China’s new growth rate is both slower and imposing
difficult structural change. These new economic conditions are challenging yet offer
opportunities for China and its economic partners. Reforms must be deepened but also
make growth more inclusive and environmentally sustainable, over this decade and
beyond. This year’s Update offers both global context and domestic insight into this
challenging new phase of China’s domestic economic transformation. How are
policymakers elevating migrant workers concurrent with increasing consumption? Is
China’s government spending enough on education and R&D to ensure it can achieve
its aspirations to ascend the global manufacturing value chain and avoid the middleincome trap? Are energy market reforms reducing or increasing the price of gas and
electricity in China? What are the consequences of China’s financial reforms and
expanding Renminbi trading for foreign banks? What does China’s new growth model
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mean for the international resources economy and for Africa? Do SOEs face market
conditions and are they dominating China’s fast-rising outbound investment? What is
China’s strategy for navigating fragmented international trade policy negotiations?
The most successful first edition of a principles of economics text in Prentice Hall
history. The authors build a framework for economic reasoning on the Five Principles of
Economics then moves the student from memorization to understanding by applying
these simple, intuitive and memorable principles repeatedly throughout the text in an
"active learning" environment (Economic Experiments, Economic Detective, Using the
Tools). The goal is for student to not only think like economists, but to act like
economists. The economics analysis is rigorous yet accessible to the average student.
The macroeconomics organization is modern and balanced, with equal weight given to
showing how they are linked. WebCT, Blackboard, myPHLIP supported.
This eye-opening book offers a disturbing new look at Japan's post-war economy and
the key factors that shaped it. It gives special emphasis to the 1980s and 1990s when
Japan's economy experienced vast swings in activity. According to the author, the most
recent upheaval in the Japanese economy is the result of the policies of a central bank
less concerned with stimulating the economy than with its own turf battles and its
ideological agenda to change Japan's economic structure. The book combines new
historical research with an in-depth behind-the-scenes account of the bureaucratic
competition between Japan's most important institutions: the Ministry of Finance and
the Bank of Japan. Drawing on new economic data and first-hand eyewitness accounts,
it reveals little known monetary policy tools at the core of Japan's business cycle,
identifies the key figures behind Japan's economy, and discusses their agenda. The
book also highlights the implications for the rest of the world, and raises important
questions about the concentration of power within central banks.
"The current crisis is not like 2008 or even 1929. The New Depression that has
emerged from the COVID pandemic is the worst economic crisis in U.S. history. Most
fired employees will remain redundant. Bankruptcies will be common, and banks will
buckle under the weight of bad debts. Deflation, debt, and demography will wreck any
chance of recovery, and social disorder will follow closely on the heels of market chaos.
The happy talk from Wall Street and the White House is an illusion. The worst is yet to
come"--Provided by publisher.
ECONned examines the unquestioned role of economists as policy-makers, and how
they helped create an unmitigated economic disaster. Why are we in such a financial
mess today? There are lots of proximate causes: over-leverage, global imbalances, bad
financial technology that lead to widespread underestimation of risk. But these are all
symptoms. Until we isolate and tackle fundamental causes, we will fail to extirpate the
disease. Here, Yves Smith looks at how economists in key policy positions put doctrine
before hard evidence, ignoring the deteriorating conditions and rising dangers that
eventually led them, and us, off the cliff and into financial meltdown. Intelligently written
for the layman, Smith takes us on a terrifying investigation of the financial realm over
the last twenty-five years of misrepresentations, naive interpretations of economic
conditions, rationalizations of bad outcomes, and rejection of clear signs of growing
instability. In eConned, author Yves Smith reveals: --why the measures taken by the
Obama Administration are mere palliatives and are unlikely to pave the way for a solid
recovery --how economists have come to play a profoundly anti-democratic role in
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policy --how financial models and concepts that were discredited more than thirty years
ago are still widely used by banks, regulators, and investors --how management and
employees of major financial firms looted them, enriching themselves and leaving the
mess to taxpayers --how financial deregulation enabled predatory behavior by Wall
Street towards investors --how economics has no theory of financial systems, yet
economists fearlessly prescribe how to manage them

Korea After the CrashThe Politics of Economic RecoveryPsychology Press
Economic Policy and the Great Stagflation discusses the national economic
policy and economics as a policy-oriented science. This book summarizes what
economists do and do not know about the inflation and recession that affected
the U.S. economy during the years of the Great Stagflation in the mid-1970s. The
topics discussed include the basic concepts of stagflation, turbulent economic
history of 1971-1976, anatomy of the great recession and inflation, and legacy of
the Great Stagflation. The relation of wage-price controls, fiscal policy, and
monetary policy to the Great Stagflation is also e.
This insightful Modern Guide offers a broad coverage of questions and
controversies encountered by contemporary economists. A refreshing approach
to philosophy of economics, chapters comprise a range of methodological and
theoretical perspectives, from lab and field experiments to macroeconomics and
applied policy work, written using a familiar, accessible language for economists.
Gives you up-to-date expressions, jargon and new coinages for modern concepts
in media Arabic. What is the Arabic term for the UN? What phrase would be used
to describe 'rogue state' in the Arab media? Or 'the Arab Spring'? This short,
accessible vocabulary gives you ready-made lists of key terms in media Arabic
for translating both from and into Arabic. It is divided into 8 key areas:* General
(reports, statements, sources, common media idioms)* Politics & Government*
Elections* Military* Law and Order* Economics* Trade & Industry* Aid &
DevelopmentThis second edition has been revised and updated throughout and
now includes an English-Arabic index as well as audio and elearning
materials.Key Features:* Terms grouped in thematic sections* Easy-to-learn lists
to test translation* CD of audio files to help you check your pronunciation* Online
interactive audio-visual e-Flashcards* IndexKeywords: Arabic; media Arabic;
learn Arabic; teach Arabic; fast Arabic; quick Arabic; easy Arabic; newspaper
Arabic; &quote;how to say&quote; Arabic.
An analysis of the measures undertaken to win new labour for the Ruhr coal
production industry and train the recruits into productive and settled miners.
Now in its third edition, Hendrik Van den Berg’s International Economics: A
Heterodox Approach covers all of the standard topics taught in undergraduate
international economics courses. Written in a friendly and approachable style,
this new edition is unique in that it presents the key orthodox neoclassical models
of international trade and investment, while supplementing them with a variety of
heterodox approaches. This pluralist approach is intended to give economics
students a more realistic understanding of the international economy than
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standard textbooks can provide. Changes to the new edition include: updates
throughout to reflect recent world events, including coverage of trade
negotiations and the Greek crisis; expanded discussion of pluralist approaches
with more coverage of alternative schools of thought; discussions of the growing
financialization of global economic activity; additional real-world examples;
increased coverage of environmental issues; transnational corporations and their
behavior in the international economy; the difference between international
investment and international finance; and monetary history; a consolidated and
updated chapter on international banking. This book also maintains a broad
perspective that links economic activity to the social and natural spheres of
human activity, with emphasis on the distributional and environmental effects of
international trade, investment, finance, and migration. Chapter summaries, key
terms and concepts, problems and questions, and a glossary are included in the
book. A Student Study Guide and an Instructor’s Manual are available online.
This original and panoramic book proposes that the underlying forces of
demography and globalisation will shortly reverse three multi-decade global
trends – it will raise inflation and interest rates, but lead to a pullback in inequality.
“Whatever the future holds”, the authors argue, “it will be nothing like the past”.
Deflationary headwinds over the last three decades have been primarily due to
an enormous surge in the world’s available labour supply, owing to very
favourable demographic trends and the entry of China and Eastern Europe into
the world’s trading system. This book demonstrates how these demographic
trends are on the point of reversing sharply, coinciding with a retreat from
globalisation. The result? Ageing can be expected to raise inflation and interest
rates, bringing a slew of problems for an over-indebted world economy, but is
also anticipated to increase the share of labour, so that inequality falls. Covering
many social and political factors, as well as those that are more purely
macroeconomic, the authors address topics including ageing, dementia,
inequality, populism, retirement and debt finance, among others. This book will
be of interest and understandable to anyone with an interest on where the
world’s economy may be going.
This book provides a comprehensive treatment of change in long-distance exchange systems
during this tumultuous time, combining a formidable array of evidence to demonstrate that
Greece underwent a serious economic crisis, but one that gave rise to a whole new set of
institutions and economic structures.
"WE CAN'T TAX AND SPEND OUR WAY BACK TO THE GOOD TIMES." -- Arthur B. Laffer
and Stephen Moore When Arthur B. Laffer spearheaded the theory of supply-side economics
and became a member of President Reagan's Economic Policy Advisory Board, he took his
place as an economic icon. More recently, he joined with Stephen Moore and Peter J. Tanous
to write The End of Prosperity -- a clarion call delineating what is wrong with current political
approaches to America's present economic challenges. Steve Forbes himself described The
End of Prosperity as "brilliantly insightful," saying "READ IT -- AND ACT!" Now Arthur Laffer
and Stephen Moore follow the rousing success of The End of Prosperity with a book even
more vital to America and Americans, delivering a plan that shows how our country can regain
its lost prosperity. With the economy flat on its back, unemployment at a twenty-five-year high,
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and the housing default crisis still worsening, is this even possible? But America can once
again become the land of economic opportunity, and this brilliant new book tells us exactly
how. While President George W. Bush and President Barack Obama may hail from different
parties, their response to the crisis has been strikingly similar. The Bush-Obama plan is a
failure that has produced nothing except a cascade of trillions of dollars of debt. Is the situation
hopeless? No, say Arthur Laffer and Stephen Moore resoundingly, the situation is not
hopeless. A return to prosperity is still entirely possible...if the correct strategies are followed.
In The End of Prosperity, the authors primarily discussed how lower taxes are essential to
economic growth. Now, in Return to Prosperity, they detail the other essential components:
putting government at all levels on a low-fat diet; emphasizing debt reduction and retirement;
and bringing back the investor class in America, where every American can "own a piece of the
rock." In a time where most of the proposed solutions are fraught with peril, the argument
provides a refreshing counterbalance. The Return to Prosperity is a prescription that gives
America the fundamental tools it needs in order to set about recovery. This book is an urgently
needed road map to renewed prosperity, and it is vital reading for anyone who worries that the
current economy is faltering, with no clear plan articulated for recovery.
Impactful and integral to our economic recovery after the pandemic, The Autism Full
Employment Act will rebuild and approve autism employment programs. Employment remains
the issue today for many adults with autism. During the pandemic of 2020, authors Michael
Bernick and Dr. Lou Vismara, along with other adults with autism, practitioners, and advocates,
set out to develop an Autism Full Employment Act. At the time, the national economy was
decimated, and it was clear that it would need to be rebuilt, starting in 2021 and beyond. The
Act is an attempt not only to rebuild autism employment programs, but also to address the
limitations and shortcomings of the current system. The Autism Full Employment Act shows
how there can be a place in the job world for the wide range of adults with autism, ADHD, and
other learning and mental health differences—many of whom are not employed today. Bernick
and Dr. Vismara review the autism employment initiatives in recent years among major
employers, state and local governments, autism-focused businesses, and autism transition
programs, and present strategies to build on these initiatives. They set out more fully the
meanings of “autism talent advantage,” “autism friendly workplace,” and “employment for the
more severely impacted.” Six broad strategy areas are explored. Interspersed with these six
strategy areas are notes on related issues of “professionalizing the direct support workforce,”
“transitions,” and “comorbidities.” Bernick and Dr. Vismara end by considering why no
government action or program can replace the employment journey of each adult with autism,
but how instead the Act can hasten these journeys.
This publication reviews the advances in frontier technologies including automation, robotics,
renewable energy technologies, electric vehicles, biotechnologies and artificial intelligence and
analyzes their economic, social and environmental impact. These technologies present
immense potentials for the 2030 Agenda, fostering growth, prosperity and environmental
sustainability. They also pose significant risks of unemployment, underemployment and rising
income and wealth inequality and raise new ethical and moral concerns. The Survey identifies
policy measures at national levels with the capacity to both maximize the potential of these
technologies and mitigate their risks, thereby striking a balance among economic efficiency,
equity and ethical considerations
Monetary policy has increasingly become the focus of economists and investors. This report
describes the factors driving interest rates across the economic cycle. Written by an
experienced fixed income analyst, it explains in straightforward terms the theory that lies
behind central bank thinking. Although monetary theory appears complex and highly
mathematical, the text explains how decisions still end up being based upon qualitative views
about the state of the economy. The text makes heavy use of charts of historical data to
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illustrate economic concepts and modern monetary history. The report is informal, but contains
references and suggestions for further reading. This is the second report published by
BondEconomics.
John Hope Bryant, successful self-made businessman and founder of the nonprofit Operation
HOPE, says business and political leaders are ignoring the one force that could truly reenergize the stalled American economy: the poor. If we give poor communities the right tools,
policies, and inspiration, he argues, they will be able to lift themselves up into the middle class
and become a new generation of customers and entrepreneurs. Raised in poverty-stricken,
gang-infested South Central Los Angeles, Bryant saw firsthand how our institutions have
abandoned the poor. He details how business loans, home loans, and financial investments
have vanished from their communities. After decades of deprivation, the poor lack bank
accounts, decent credit scores, and any real firsthand experience of how a healthy free
enterprise system functions. Bryant radically redefines the meaning of poverty and wealth. (It's
not just a question of finances; it's values too.) He exposes why attempts to aid the poor so far
have fallen short and offers a way forward: the HOPE Plan, a series of straightforward,
actionable steps to build financial literacy and expand opportunity so that the poor can join the
middle class. Fully 70 percent of the American economy is driven by consumer spending, but
more and more people have too much month at the end of their money. John Hope Bryant
aspires to “expand the philosophy of free enterprise to include all of God's children” and
create a thriving economy that works not just for the 1 percent or even the 99 percent but for
the 100 percent. This is a free enterprise approach to solving the problem of poverty and
raising up a new America.
Tommy Beresford and Prudence 'Tuppence' Cowley are young, in love... and flat broke. Just
after Great War, there are few jobs available and the couple are desperately short of money.
Restless for excitement, they decide to embark on a daring business scheme: Young
Adventurers Ltd.-"willing to do anything, go anywhere." Hiring themselves out proves to be a
smart move for the couple. In their first assignment for the mysterious Mr. Whittingtont, all
Tuppence has to do in their first job is take an all-expense paid trip to Paris and pose as an
American named Jane Finn. But with the assignment comes a bribe to keep quiet, a threat to
her life, and the disappearance of her new employer. Now their newest job are playing
detective.Where is the real Jane Finn? The mere mention of her name produces a very
strange reaction all over London. So strange, in fact, that they decided to find this mysterious
missing lady. She has been missing for five years. And neither her body nor the secret
documents she was carrying have ever been found. Now post-war England's economic
recovery depends on finding her and getting the papers back. But he two young working
undercover for the British ministry know only that her name and the only photo of her is in the
hands of her rich American cousin. It isn't long before they find themselves plunged into more
danger than they ever could have imagined-a danger that could put an abrupt end to their
business... and their lives.
In this important book on the present situation and prospects of agriculture in post-independent
Eritrea, Tesla Gebremedhin emphasizes the crucial role of this sector in the overall social and
economic growth and development of the country. This is a timely book that addresses issues
of economic recovery, widespread poverty, deep-rooted underdevelopment, women's rights,
and progressive environmental degradation in the newly independent African nation. A
comprehensive review of the characteristics of the technical and institutional constraints and
economic potentials of agriculture for development is presented in detail. Appropriate strategy
and practical policy options for achieving and maintaining sustainable agriculture and rural
development are thoroughly discussed. The book also provides rigorous economic analysis
and valuable insights into development dynamics of an agrarian society which are relevant to
any developing country. In addition, in-depth examination is made of the country's historical
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social institutions and economic structures, its traditional and conventional systems of land
tenure and land-use policy, and the current perspective of local administration. Tesfa has
made an important contribution to the understanding of the agricultural sector as it relates to
the economic and political development of post-independent Eritrea. The book concludes with
significant policy recommendations for consideration by decision-makers as well as
development workers.
This publication examines various topics and issues related to the world oil situation. Major
areas considered are: (1) the nature and consequences of the current oil glut; (2) a historical
overview of the petroleum era (with analyses of the three time periods of 1900-1973,
1973-1979, and 1979-1981); (3) the geopolitics of oil (including data on oil production and
revenues from the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) for 1973, 1980, and
1984; (4) the limits to world oil use (explained by graphs on world oil reserves and data on oil
production, reserves, and reserves/production ratios of 12 major oil producing countries); (5)
energy efficiency and new energy sources (listing major sources and consumption rates from
1973 to 1984); and (6) energy policy framework (with trend analysis and political implications).
It has been recognized that opportunities have been increasing for many countries in energy
self-sufficiency and oil dependency has diminished. (ML)
One of our foremost economic thinkers challenges a cherished tenet of today’s financial
orthodoxy: that spending less, refusing to forgive debt, and shrinking
government—“austerity”—is the solution to a persisting economic crisis like ours or Europe’s,
now in its fifth year. Since the collapse of September 2008, the conversation about economic
recovery has centered on the question of debt: whether we have too much of it, whose debt to
forgive, and how to cut the deficit. These questions dominated the sound bites of the 2012 U.S.
presidential election, the fiscal-cliff debates, and the perverse policies of the European Union.
Robert Kuttner makes the most powerful argument to date that these are the wrong questions
and that austerity is the wrong answer. Blending economics with historical contrasts of
effective debt relief and punitive debt enforcement, he makes clear that universal belttightening, as a prescription for recession, defies economic logic. And while the public debt
gets most of the attention, it is private debts that crashed the economy and are sandbagging
the recovery—mortgages, student loans, consumer borrowing to make up for lagging wages,
speculative shortfalls incurred by banks. As Kuttner observes, corporations get to use
bankruptcy to walk away from debts. Homeowners and small nations don’t. Thus, we need
more public borrowing and investment to revive a depressed economy, and more forgiveness
and reform of the overhang of past debts. In making his case, Kuttner uncovers the double
standards in the politics of debt, from Robinson Crusoe author Daniel Defoe’s campaign for
debt forgiveness in the seventeenth century to the two world wars and Bretton Woods. Just as
debtors’ prisons once prevented individuals from surmounting their debts and resuming
productive life, austerity measures shackle, rather than restore, economic growth—as the
weight of past debt crushes the economy’s future potential. Above all, Kuttner shows how
austerity serves only the interest of creditors—the very bankers and financial elites whose
actions precipitated the collapse. Lucid, authoritative, provocative—a book that will shape the
economic conversation and the search for new solutions.
Here is the most comprehensive and authoritative work to date on relationships between the
economy and politics in the years from Eisenhower through Reagan. Extending and deepening
his earlier work, which had major impact in both political science and economics, Douglas
Hibbs traces the patterns in and sources of postwar growth, unemployment, and inflation. He
identifies which groups “win” and “lose” from inflations and recessions. He also shows how
voters’ perceptions and reactions to economic events affect the electoral fortunes of political
parties and presidents. Hibbs’s analyses demonstrate that political officials in a democratic
society ignore the economic interests and demands of their constituents at their peril, because
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episodes of prosperity and austerity frequently have critical influence on voters’ behavior at
the polls. The consequences of Eisenhower’s last recession, of Ford’s unwillingness to
stimulate the economy, of Carter’s stalled recovery were electorally fatal, whereas Johnson’s,
Nixon’s, and Reagan’s successes in presiding over rising employment and real incomes
helped win elections. The book develops a major theory of macroeconomic policy action that
explains why priority is given to growth, unemployment, inflation, and income distribution shifts
with changes in partisan control of the White House. The analysis shows how such policy
priorities conform to the underlying economic interests and preferences of the governing
party’s core political supporters. Throughout the study Hibbs is careful to take account of
domestic institutional arrangements and international economic events that constrain domestic
policy effectiveness and influence domestic economic outcomes. Hibbs’s interdisciplinary
approach yields more rigorous and more persuasive characterizations of the American political
economy than either purely economic, apolitical analyses or purely partisan, politicized
accounts. His book provides a useful benchmark for the advocacy of new policies for the
1990s—a handy volume for politicians and their staffs, as well as for students and teachers of
politics and economics.
The most successful first edition of a principles of economics text in Prentice Hall history. The
authors build a framework for economic reasoning on the Five Principles of Economics then
move the student from memorization to understanding by applying these simple, intuitive and
memorable principles repeatedly throughout the text in an "active learning" environment
(Economic Experiments, Economic Detective, Using the Tools). The goal is for students to not
only think like economists, but to act like economists. The economic analysis is rigorous yet
accessible to the average student. The organization is modern and balanced, with equal
weight given to Classical (long-run comes first), Keynsian, and Monetarist philosophies, with
an effort to show how they are linked. Designed for that majority of students who will not go on
to other economics courses, the text also functions as a solid foundation for more advanced
courses. PHLIP supported.
This anthology offers an account of German cinema in the fifties, focusing on popular genres,
famous stars and dominant practices, taking into account the complicated relationships
between East and West Germany, and by paying attention to the economic and political
conditions of film production and reception during this period.
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